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Abstract – In the image enhancement, it aim is to increase the 

perception or interpretability of information in the various images 

for viewers, or to give `better' input for different computerized 

image processing (IP) techniques. HE is one of the simple & 

effective techniques for enhancing image quality. However, CHE 

approaches typically outcome in the extreme contrast 

enhancement. This paper exhibits a histogram techniques audit 

for image contrast enhancement. The big alteration among the 

approaches is only the criteria used to divide the input histogram. 

Index Terms – Enhancement, Histogram Equalization, Adaptive 

Histogram Equalization, CLAHE. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Image enhancement is essentially enhancing data perception or 

interpretability in images for various human viewers and as long 

as `better' input for different automated processing of image 

methods. The image enhancement objective is to alter image 

attributes to create it additional appropriate for a given task and 

a particular amid this procedure, one or more properties of the 

image are altered. The decision of properties and the way they 

are altered are particular to a given task. Also, spectator 

particular elements, for example system of human visual and 

observer's experience, will present subjectivity deal into image 

enhancement methods choice [1]. 

There are numerous methods use for contrast enhancement 

process but the most common one is histogram equalization 

(HE). The HE technique maps PDF of the input image gray 

levels. HE flattens the stretches and histogram dynamic gray 

levels range to perform complete contrast enhancement. 

However, HE has few when HE is used. First, transforms of 

histogram equalization the original input image into a flat 

histogram. That means it does not take into account mean input 

image brightness. Another, the HE technique achieves 

enhancement based on the global content, it’s only enhances 

borders and edges among objects in the image. Third, HE may 

outcome in over improvement due to stretching of input image 

gray levels over the full gray level range. Brightness is also 

included in it. So some other brightness preserving techniques 

as an improvement in the classical histogram equalization 

process [2]. 

2. APPLICATIONS OF IMAGE ENHANCEMENT 

These are the areas where Image Processing has extensive 

application are as follows[3]:  

 In forensics, For instance is used for designation, evidence 

gathering and monitoring. Images obtained from finger-

mark detection, security videos analytic thinking and 

crime scene inspections are enhanced to help out with 

identification of culprits along with protection of victims. 

 In the atmospheric sciences, Such as is used to the slow up 

mist, haze, fog and turbulent weather conditions effects 

for meteorological observations. It can help in detecting 

shape and also structure of remote physical objects in 

environment sensing. An artificial image from satellites 

requires image restoration, enhancement and other 

filtering methods to remove noise.  

 Astrophotography faces objection on the light and noise 

contamination account that can be lessened by IE. For 

contrast enhancement and real-time sharpening numerous 

cameras have throughout-built IE functions. Furthermore, 

numerous software, permit editing such images to offer 

better and vivid final results.  

 Medical imaging uses approaches of image processing for 

the reduction of noise in the addition to visual 

representation sharpening and also with image details. 

Since minute details with achieve a critical part inward 

diagnosis and concluding disease, it is vital to the 

highlight significant services spell displaying medical 

images. This way processing of image approaches 

becomes an important aiding tool for MRI, echography 

and x-rays images. 

3. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Deepak et al. (2012) [13] has proposed a method for improving 

the color images based on non-linear transfer function and pixel 

neighborhood by conserving details. In given method, the image 

improvement has been useful only on the V (luminance value) 

HSV color image component and H and S component are kept 

unaffected to prevent the color balance degradation between 
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components of HSV. The V channel has been enhanced in two 

steps. First the component of V image has been divided into 

little overlapping chunks and for all pixel inside chunk the 

luminance enhancement is carried out using non-linear transfer 

function. Secondly, each pixel has been further improved for 

age contrast depending adjustment upon the center pixel value 

and its neighborhood pixel values. Eventually, common H and 

S factor image and improved V component image are converted 

back to ROB image.  

Rajib et al. (2012) [14] has proposed a contrast enhancement 

method applying scaling of dark image inner clamor in DCT 

area. The component of change is credited to commotion 

brought on move of DCT coefficients from a negative state to 

an enhanced state. This move is affected by utilizing the interior 

clamor present as an aftereffect of absence of satisfactory 

brightening and can be demonstrated by a general bi-stable 

framework displaying dynamic stochastic reverberation. The 

given methodology has embraced a restricted versatile 

processing and altogether enhances the image difference and 

color information while finding out great perceptual quality. At 

the point when contrasted and the present development methods 

reminiscent of versatile histogram leveling, gamma amendment 

and so forth.  the given approach has shown extraordinary 

performance in terms of relative contrast enhancement, 

colorfulness and visual quality of improved image. 

Jeena Baby (2013) et al. [15] present that a survey of numerous 

image contrast enhancement methods has been done. Color 

image enhancement performs a foremost role in digital image 

processing. Contrast enhancement is an optimization problem 

and is done for the images which are experiencing poor quality. 

Poor quality of images is due to various factors like 

environmental lighting conditions, defects in photographic 

devices, etc. Therefore image contrast enhancement is 

important In order to improve the human acceptance rate. Most 

of papers are established on the HE procedure and its 

extensions. HE is a contrast enhancement technique based on 

the image histogram. Each technique has got its own advantages 

as well as disadvantages. Numerous contrast enhancement 

techniques have been proposed through altered authors as an 

extension of the classical histogram equalization. They are 

power constrained contrast enhancement, dynamic range 

compression, color model conversion, gamma correction and 

channel division methodologies. A few contemporary papers 

are being surveyed under each technique. The different contrast 

enhancement methods were analyzed. Other than contrast 

enhancement power constraints are also considered. Power 

saving Is an fundamental element in the multimedia devices. 

The predominant limitation faced by most of the images is 

noise. Various Approaches have been examined for the image 

noise reduction. Color model conversions are important when 

the processing of RGB images is tedious. Most of the techniques 

are the extensions of the classical histogram equalization [15] 

Kesharee et.al[16] in this paper an efficient technique for the 

contrast improvement is implemented along with noisy pixels 

reduction in the HDR images. HDR images are special images 

that contain high intensity pixels on which numerous methods 

for example contrast enhancement, brightness enhancement, 

filtering, segmentation is very difficult, but the method 

implemented here not only increases the image contrast but also 

reduces the noisy level of the pixels. The result analysis shows 

the performance of the proposed technique. The evaluation is 

finished o the foundation of designated parameters similar to 

PSNR, time computation, error expense and smoothness aspect.  

Shruti M Benni[17] In this paper, introduction combination 

procedure is proposed for diversely exposed images with 

influencing objects. The proposed strategy finish up apparition 

disposal unit and fusion unit. Ghost elimination contains 

identifying and redressing non reliable (movement) pixels. in 

recognition module here the shine of reference image and input 

images is checked pixel by pixel the distinction is taken if 

contrast is more than characterized esteem it is taken as non-

consistent pixels. In redress module intensity is checked 

between reference image and input image and if distinction is 

more than characterized esteem it is added to reference image 

and in the event that it is less it is subtracted from reference 

image. Corrected images get to be static and after that it is gone 

to combination unit which improves (enhances) the fine points 

of interest in final image. The Fundamental reason for existing 

is to build the output image and to wipe out ghost impacts. 

Gaurav et.al [18] in this paper, we comprehend about the High-

dynamic-range imaging (HDRI or HDR) is an arrangement of 

techniques utilized as a part of the imaging and photography to 

replicate a superior luminosity dynamic range than regular 

digital imaging or photographic methods can do. And also we 

are studying about HDR image, HDR image generating and 

also study about image fusion and approaches of image 

fusioning grammar. 

4. HISTOGRAM EQUILIZATION 

HE is a extensively used technique for the contrast improvement 

because it is simple to use and gives  better performance for all 

type of images. It is most commonly used in the areas like 

medical IP, radar signal processing ,robotics and so forth. HE is 

a strategy that creates a gray map which modifications image 

and redistributing histogram every pixels qualities to be as close 

histogram .This could reasonably be expected to a user –

specified favored histogram. Histogram equalization 

automatically characterizes capacity of transformation seeking 

to make a output image with the uniform algorithm for 

histogram leveling is[2] 

For a given image X = {X(i, j)}, made out of L discrete gray 

levels indicated as {X0X1… .XL-1}, where X (i, j) speaks to a 

power of image at the spatial area (i, j) and X (i, j) { X0X1… 
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.XL-1}. For image X, likelihood density capacity ( ) K p X is 

characterized: 

                                P(Xk)=nr/n 

for k= 0,1,...,L=1 , where nk represents to different times Xk 

shows up in input image  X and n is finished number of samples  

in input image. Here ( ) K p X is connected with the input image 

histogram which speaks to different pixels containing specific 

intensity k X . A plot of nk versus Xk is known as histogram of 

X . The CDF c(x) is characterized on the bases of PDF, 

                           c(x) = ∑ 𝑝(𝑋𝑗)𝑘
𝑗=0  

where X =x k , for k =0,1,...,L - 1. Here c( X l-1)=1by definition. 

HE is a plan which maps input image into the complete dynamic 

range, ( X0,Xl-1) by utilizing CDF as a transform function. 

HE works through smoothing input histogram of image and 

gray levels extend dynamic reach through applying image CDF. 

A Histogram represents to relative dim levels recurrence event 

to protect input image mean brilliance. The HE strategy re-maps 

the input image gray levels through re-doling out intensity 

pixels qualities to make a uniform force circulation. The 

accompanying figures demonstrate how HE improves the gray 

scale image.  

Brightness Preserving Bi-Histogram Equalization (BBHE) : 

This technique disseminates histogram of image into various 

parts. In this method, power of detachment is displayed through 

input value of mean shine, which is every pixels normal 

intensity  that develop input image [4].After this partition 

methodology, these two unique histograms are autonomously 

balanced. Through doing this, the mean resultant image shine 

will lie between the input mean and the middle gray level. The 

histogram with the particular reach from 0 to L-1 is distanced 

into various parts, with the splitting intensity. This division 

makes different histograms. The principal histogram has the 

scope of 0 to, while the second histogram has the scope of to L-

1. 

Dualistic Sub-Image Histogram Equalization 

(DSIHE):Equal area dualistic sub-image HE takes after same 

basic thought of BBHE strategy. It break down unique image 

into two diverse sub- images and afterward levels the sub- 

images independently histograms [5. In it is available that the 

output image O shine made by the DSIHE system is the 

equivalent area level of the image I and the image middle gray 

level, i.e., L/2. The creators claim that the output image 

brilliance made through DSIHE strategy does not exhibit an 

essential movement in connection to the input image brightness, 

especially for the huge image zone with the same gray-levels 

(spoke to through small areas in histograms with incredible 

centralization of gray levels), e.g., images with small questions 

in regards to awesome darker or brighter foundations. 

Minimum Mean Brightness Error Bi-HE Method 

(MMBEBHE): It additionally takes after few general 

deteriorating rule a image  and afterward applying HE strategy 

to balance the subsequent sub- images independently[6].The 

regular alteration between these system is that past consider just 

input image to accomplish the disintegration while MMBEBHE 

searches for a level of edge that decays the  image  I into 

different sub- image I [0, lt] and I [lt +1, L −1 such that base 

brightness alteration between input image and output image is 

achieved ,that is called as outright mean shine mistake (AMBE), 

AMBE = | E(X) − E(Y) | X and Y signifies the input and output 

image, individually. Lower AMBE determines that brilliance is 

higher protected. Once the input image is disintegrated through 

limit level lt , the greater part of the two diverse sub-images  I[0, 

lt], and I[It+1,L-1] has its HE through the established HE 

prepare, creating output image. MMBEBHE is legitimately 

characterized through after technique 

 (1) Calculate the AMBE for each of the conceivable limit 

levels.  

(2) To discover the stage, XT that yield insignificant AMBE.  

(3) Separate the input histogram into two unique in view of XT 

found in Step 2 and adjust them                          autonomously 

as in the BBHE.  

Recursive Mean-Separate HE Method (RMSHE): RMSHE 

is an augmented adaptation of the BBHE technique. The BBHE 

design shows that execution mean-separation before adjustment 

methodology preserves an image’s unique brightness[7].In 

RMSHE as an option of deteriorating the depiction best when, 

it procure photograph decomposition recursively to additional 

proceed with the typical splendor as much as scale r. HE is 

proportional to RMSHE level 0 (r = 0). BBHE is comparable to 

RMSHE with r = 1. The output image splendor is enhanced 

saved as r increment. 

Mean brightness preserving histogram equalization 

(MBPHE): The MBPHE approaches basically can be isolated 

into two distinct gatherings, which are bisections MBPHE, 

furthermore multi-segments MBPHE. Bisections MBPHE 

group is the less demanding MBPHE group [6]. Basically, these 

methodologies isolate the input histogram into two distinct 

segments. These segments of two histogram are then equalized 

independently. Notwithstanding, bisections MBPHE can 

safeguard mean brilliance just to a different degree. Be that as it 

may, few cases do need safeguarding higher degree to keep 

away from disagreeable ancient rarities. In any case, most 

noteworthy Enter histograms shouldn't have this property. This 

outcome in the disappointment of bisections MBPHE in saving 

the mean force, in actuality, applications. Multisections 

MBPHE bunch has a higher mean brilliance protection as in 

examination with bisections MBPHE group. In multi-areas 

MBPHE, the enter histogram is part into R sub-histograms, 

where R is any positive integer value. Every sub-histogram is 
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then adjusted autonomously. The generation of the sub-

histograms can be completed recursively (e.g. through applying 

the mean or median intensity worth), or in light of the state of 

the input histogram itself (e.g. utilizing the areas of local 

maximum or local minimum). Yet, in these methodologies, 

location of the isolating focuses technique as a rule need 

muddled calculations, which then connected with generally 

high computational time. Moreover, these methodologies 

commonly development the hardware need in the executions for 

buyer electronic items. Moreover, the vast majority of these 

methodologies Put an exorbitant measure of oblige on keeping 

the mean intensity value. As a result, very little upgrade could 

be acquired from a large portion of these strategies. 

Dynamic Histogram Equalization (Dhe): This DHE strategy 

Takes control over the result of traditional HE so it 

accomplishes a image enhancement without making any loss of 

points of details in it. DHE isolates input histogram into 

different sub-histograms until it affirms that no overwhelming 

part is available in any of the as of late created sub-histograms. 

At that point an element GL extent is dispensed for all sub-

histogram to which its dim stages can be mapped through HE. 

That is performed through circulating complete introduced dark 

levels dynamic extent among the numerous sub-histograms in 

light of their dynamic assortment in enter photograph and 

cumulative distribution (CDF) of histogram qualities. This 

extending territory assignment of complexity avoids little 

components of the info picture from being ruled and washed 

out, and guarantees a moderate differentiation upgrade of all 

segment of the entire picture. The complete strategy can be 

isolated in three distinct parts – dividing the histogram, allotting 

GL ranges for each sub histogram and applying HE on each of 

them [8] 

Brightness Preserving Dynamic Histogram Equalization 

(BPDHE):BPDHE is an extension of Histogram Equalization. 

In DHE the input image’s histogram is divided into partitions 

and so called subhistograms. The DHE technique is also utilized 

to provide mean brightness of an image and provide intensities 

to have a novel range [8]. It gives realistic images through look. 

In this technique the intensities are equalized individually. 

BPDHE is an extension to the DHE method. It shifts the mean 

brightness between resultant histogram snapshot and in addition 

original photo. So the imply brightness is preserved. And it 

creates the mean input and output images intensity as equal. The 

BPDHE method uses various filters for example smoothing 

filter, Gaussian filter, etc. which smoothes the data by 

suppressing image noise for the clear image [9]. In addition to 

BBHE, DHE method provides better mean brightness for an 

image.  

Adaptive Histogram Equalization (AHE): Adaptive 

Histogram Equalization[10] is used for improving contrast in 

images. It differs from Histogram Equalization by adaptive 

method that computes various histograms and each histogram 

corresponding to an image distinct section. The contrast of 

region for an image will not be sufficiently enhanced by 

Histogram Equalization. AHE increases this enhancement 

through transforming all Pixel with a change perform derived 

from a nearby vicinity. It's used to overcome few global linear 

minmax windowing method limitations. Thus it reduces the 

amount of noise in regions of the image. And AHE have ability 

for enhancing the grayscale and color image contrast. 

Stochastic Resonance(SR) :Stochastic resonance is broadly 

applied o describe any occurrence where the presence of noise 

in nonlinear system is beer for output signal quality then it 

absence [11]. To enhance the contrast of an image it utilizes 

external noise of an image. 

Contrast-Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization 

(CLAHE):To improves the grayscale image contrast through 

transforming values applying CLAHE. It operates on small 

regions in image, known as tiles, rather than complete image 

[12]. All Tile's distinction is better, in order that histogram of 

the output region roughly fits the histogram particular by using 

the distribution parameter. The neighboring tiles are then 

combined applying bilinear interpolation to remove Artificially 

brought on boundaries. The contrast, mainly in homogeneous 

areas, can be constrained to avert amplifying any noise that 

possibly present in the image. 

5. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

This paper collected numerous image enhancement techniques. 

In this section the performance of numerous image 

enhancement methods have been specified in the below: 

Enhancement 

Techniques[10] 

Advantages /Disadvantages 

Histogram 
Equalization 

Preserves the background brightness / 
Not much suitable for color images. 

BBHE Maintains the mean brightness / Takes 
more computational time. 

BPDHE Produces intensity range of input and 
output images as equal / Does not give 
clear contrast 

AHE Contains low contrast with dark 
regions of image / Creates some 
unwanted blurring in edges. 

SR Provides better signal quality for 
output image / Technique used for very 
low contrast image 

CLAHE Avoids amplifying noise that might 
present in image 
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6. COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT ENHANCEMENT 

TECHNIQUES WITH RESULT 

In this section we compare the different enhancement method 

over an image to evaluate which method gives better result. 

(a)  (b)  (c) (d) 

Figure 1: Shows Original Image Dataset 

 

Figure 2 : Different Techniuues result with its Histrogram 

Equalization 

Here we implement the enhancement result on matlab2012 to 

check the quality of image using HE, BBHE, AHE methodwith 

its Histogram. 

7. CONCLUSION 

This paper have discussed about various enhancement 

techniques with their performance analysis using MATLAB 

tool with appropriate output shown in the above table. The 

output of each technique showed that improved image quality 

and better structural appearance of an image. And also increased 

dynamic range of pixels with better contrast, keeps the overall 

brightness level and the edges are preserved without any 

degradation. Even though all the techniques gave better result, 

the combination of AHE and CLAHE yields good performance 

for remote sensing applications. Because the AHE is contains 

low contrast with dark regions. The CLAHE technique better in 

contrast, particularly in homogeneous territories, can be limited 

to avoid amplifying any clamor that may be available in the 

image. 
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